CT responds to the RWM consultation
"How we will evaluate sites (England)"
This is the Cumbria Trust response to the public consultation related to the
search for a suitable site for a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) 31/03/2019

Consultation Question 1: Are teere any oteer sources of eige leeel Requiremeents, oteer tean Siting
Process, National Policy Statemeent and Legal Requiremeents identiied, teat you tein seould ee relected
in tee Site Eealuation and wey?
BEIS and its predecessors have a track record of issuing consultaton documents and choosing to ignore
responses that go against their preconceived plans. As a result there are several fundamental concerns that
we have about the proposed sitng process. One of the chief ones is that Natonal arks and other
designated areas are not being excluded from consideraton as potental sites for the constructon of one or
more GDFs. This is of partcular signiicance to those living or working in Cumbria, as the Lake District
Natonal ark is so close to Sellaield making it, for a succession of governments and those associated with
the nuclear industry, a temptng target for locatng a GDF despite the signiicant known geological and
hydrogeological shortcomings.
This is why legislation relating to tee setng up and protection of National Par s and oteer designated
areas as well as UNESCO World Heritage sites meust ee relected in tee Site Eealuation process. Relevant
bits of legislaton have been ignored in the consultaton document (secton . ) and we have not received
a response from BEIS to our queston on the subject:
“Should a potental ste be elected wsthsn a Natonal ark, plannsng law permst a major development only
sn exceptonal csrcum tance , where there are no non-de sgnated alternatve ste sn England and Wale ,
srre pectve of whether or not they have volunteered. The ab urd con equence of ths s that the entre nonde sgnated land area of England and Wale mu t be thoroughly snve tgated and ruled-out before you can
busld a GDF sn a de sgnated area. The prsncsple of voluntars m s plasnly sncompatble wsth a major
development of ths ksnd sf de sgnated area are sncluded. How doe the government plan to get around the
protecton of de sgnated area , uch a Natonal ark , sf they want to busld thesr GDF underneath one?” 
Some of the releeant related legislation can be found in:
the Environment Act 1995 and of partcular interest is secton
htps://www.legislaton.gov.uk/ukpga/1995/ 5/secton/
The Lake District Natonal arkks Core Strategy 1
htp://www.lakeds trsct.gov.uk/____data/a et /pdf__ile/0000008/07277i3/core__ trategy__oct__2700000-27.pdf
Back in 01 the West Cumbria MRWS artnership in its Final Report acknowledged the LDN Aks concerns
as can be seen in secton 10.37 of its report.
htp://www.westcumbriamrws.org.uk/images/inal-report.pdf
Note should be also taken of the Camepaign for National Par s’ open leter dated 27 Septemeeer 2018. The
Natonal Trust and the Friends of the Lake District are just two of the nineteen organisatons which have
expressed their support. The leter includes the secton:

“Natonal ark and aONBs are lsvsng, worksng land cape whsch have adapted over tme to change sn
ocsety and the economy. We recogns e that afe ds po al of nuclear wa te s one of the key challenge our
ocsety currently face but ths hould not be u ed a an excu e to put at rs k the huge range of beneit
the e area delsver for ocsety, the envsronment and the economy.”
htp://www.cpre.org.uk/media-centre/latest-news-releases/item/99
government-undermine-natonal-parks-careless-words

-environmental-charites-call-

Lessons learnt frome earlier sureeys, including tee Nirex process, seould also not ee disregarded.
Oteer meajor infrastructure projects unrelated to the nuclear industry need to be taken into account. For
example in Cumbria United Utlites are spending in excess of £300m on a pipeline to protect some fresh
water pearl mussels in the Ennerdale area. ollutng their habitat, afer all that expenditure, would be
unforgivable.
The contents of Assessment Reports, such as the one commissioned by the NDA “Geological Disposal –
Generic Eneironmeental and Sustainaeility Report for a GDF” issued in October 010, need to be made
readily available to those expressing interest in hostng a GDF. The secton in this report about Deep
Borehole Constructon (in appendix D pages 197/198) is partcularly concerning especially if a designated
site, such as Ennerdale within the Lake District Natonal ark, were chosen. In such an area the
environmental impact would be partcularly signiicant. Just think of the consequences of having 0-30
deep boreholes, each requiring a 50-100m by 50-100m drilling pad.
htps://rwm.nda.gov.uk/publicaton/geological-disposal-generic-environmental-and-sustainability-reportfor-a-geological-disposal-facility-assessment-report-october- 010/
Cumbria Trust has already formally notied UNESCO of the potental risk posed to the Lake District World
Heritage Site and we understand that UNESCO has asked the UK government for a response.

Question 2: Do you agree wite tee Siting Factors we eaee identiied? Are teere any oteer Siting Factors
teat seould ee included and wey?
Legislation relating to National Par s and oteer designated areas seould ee added to tee siting factors.
Details have already been mentoned in our response to queston 1
Besides legislaton timee should also be considered:
1)

recious resources would be wasted if tme was spent looking into sites that:
a) are unlikely to produce the desired result – a good safe and secure site is what is required as
opposed to a “good enough” one.
b) are within a protected area, such as a Natonal ark, where evidence will be required to prove
that checks have been carried out to ensure that natonally there are no alternatve sites
available. Should a designated area, such as a Natonal ark or AONB be chosen initally, there
would be a requirement to survey the entre non-designated area of England and Wales to
conirm that no alternatve non-designated site exists, irrespectve of whether or not they have
volunteered. This highlights the absurdity of including designated areas in a process which is
based on voluntarism. Nirex understood this, and even the MRWS process acknowledged this
in its inal report, and yet RWM appear to be going backwards. This is not merely a case of
failing to learn from past mistakes, but of ignoring previous processes entrely.

c) there is a likelihood that natonal as well as internatonal pressure might make it not worth
contnuing with the project at that partcular locaton. A World Heritage site for example. The
Campaign for Natonal arksk open leter and memories of the objectons to the previous
MRWS process should provide a warning about the level of pressure that will be forthcoming.
d) are in locatons where the Environment Agency is likely to object about potental damage being
caused by surveying work, such as deep investgatve drilling. Note should be taken of the
document commissioned by the NDA: Geological Disposal – Generic Environmental and
Sustainability Report for a Geological Disposal Facility – Assessment Report October 010. The
secton from Appendix D on page 197/198 covers Deep Borehole Constructon.

)

otental host communites will need to be made very aware of the tmescales involved and their
implicatons:
a) A lot can happen within the approximately 0 year period before a test of public support is
carried out. Views can change as will the populaton mix.
b) During the period of constructon and operaton (an additonal 100 years plus) complicatons
may arise that could cause residents to regret a decision to contnue. For example a
constructon problem or a change in the itnerary of waste to be disposed of. Also a realizaton
of the ongoing disrupton that has been be caused.
c) With some of the waste remaining dangerous for over 100,000 years future generatons will be
the ones to sufer the consequences of any failure in the site selecton, constructon and
operaton.

As part of the safety factor there should be included security.
As part of the cost and community factors, potental adverse economic efects need to be considered. For
example in Cumbria there is potental for the tourism and related industries being damaged, not simply by
the constructon of a GDF in a sensitve area (natonal park or other designated area) but also as a result of
the inital surveying work Involving deep investgatve drilling.
Comments on Environment are included in our response to queston 3.
Transport. This should include clariicaton of arrangements for dealing with excavated material. What will
happen to the spoil?
Cost. We have an accumulaton of 70 years of highly radioactve material to dispose of. Our priority should
be to dispose of it safely so that it wonkt endanger the lives of future generatons. Cost cutng measures
that increase the risk for subsequent generatons should be avoided as far as is possible.

Question 3: Do you agree wite tee Eealuation Considerations we eaee identiied? Are teere any oteer
Eealuation Considerations teat seould ee included and wey?
There is a meaterial omeission frome tee Eealuation Considerations relating to tee eneironmeent. The impact
of constructng, operatng and closing a GDF are acknowledged, but the document fails to menton the
impact on the environment of the investgaton phase.
A programme of 0-30 deep boreholes, each requiring a 50-100m by 50-100m drilling pad (according to the
October 010 NDA report – Geological Disposal: Generic Environmental and Sustainability Report for a
GDF) will have a signiicant environmental impact. If for example a designated site, such as Ennerdale
within the Lake District Natonal ark was chosen, the impact would be partcularly signiicant. Even if the

GDF could ultmately be accessed by tunnel from Sellaield, the investgaton phase would be very
damaging to the Lake District Natonal ark and this might include adversely afectng the fresh water pearl
musselsk habitat.
As the Environment Agency only becomes involved from the tme when sites for deep borehole
investgatons are selected, this would seem to be unnecessarily late on in the process, if the area being
considered is obviously environmentally sensitve (para . 3)

Question 4: Iss teere anyteing else teat you tein we seould consider in our site eealuations and wey?
The way that past processes have been conducted has engendered a degree of suspicion about the current
process, which RWM will have to contend with. To get around obstacles that contributed to the collapse of
previous ill-conceived schemes – all involving West Cumbria – the current process appears to have been
devised to restrict the powers of the County Council and to delay opportunites for withdrawal or to
conduct tests of public support untl it suits RWM.
Cumbria Trust is aware that the current storage arrangements at Sellaield cannot be allowed to contnue
indeinitely and something must be done. CoRWM back in 00 decided that disposal of legacy waste in a
GDF was the best available soluton at that tme backed up by safe and secure interim storage. We do not
disagree with their assessment but there must be no shortcuts or diluton of standards when selectng a
site for a GDF. The consequences of constructng a GDF in the wrong locaton would be totally irresponsible
and a betrayal of future generatons.
Rather than targetng the same locatons yet again RWM should turn its atenton elsewhere not
necessarily on the mainland.

